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1. Introduction

The QCD vacuum is known to contain nontrivial vacuum con-

figurations, which can be seen in nonzero values of quark [_1J

and gluon [2! condensates. We still do not know whether those

configurations can be considered as 1) primarily quasiclassi-

cal with smaller quantum fluctuations around them or 2) purely

quantum configurations.

In the second case the only approach seems to be the lat-»

tice Monte Carlo calculations. The fir-t point of view was

suggested in [3J substantiated by the analysis of hadrons.

According to p j mostly selfdual and antiselfdual fields, poa-

sibly instantons, of the order 0(—) occupy the QCD vacuum

and can explain qualitatively the condensates, and a hierarchy of

hadron spectra in different channels, if the interaction of

quarks and gluons with vacuum fields is properly taken into ac-

count. That ie quite general scheme wich can accomodate diffe-

rent type3 of quaaiclassical fields if only they are strong

enough (of the order of 1/g) and have nonzero Pontryagin num-

ber. More specifically, instanton gas picture has been deve-

loped in [4-6J • an(^ * n e m o s* concise theory of [_6J shows rea-

sonable agreement with quark and gluon condensates, topologi-

cal susceptibility etc. Unfortunately, confinement ie not the



property of instanton vacuum Р.Э earlier estimates [?j and

recent exact Monte Carlo calculations |jB] have proved it.

Therefore it is necessary to investigate other possible vacu-

um configurations, also of (anti)selfdual type. One possibili-

ty - a constant selfdual field was studied in \9J following

the original suggestion of constant color-magnetic field in

Гю1 . Unfortunately, the everywhere constant selfdual back-

ground field violates almost all symmetries and in addition

does not confine gluone.

A more realistic model of selfdual and antiselfdual do-

mains has been suggested in [ii]» It has been found there that

the Wilson loop average obeys area law if the vacuum is a sto-

chastic ensemble with different number of domains satisfying

some statistical law. The background fields of [_11 I belong to

the same class of fields as considered in I 3j s they are of the

order 0(^)» classical solutions everywhere except for bounda-
о

riea of domains and Ganti)selfdual inside domains. Additional

feature of vacuum fields stressed in [_11J and earlier for f-

monopole vacuum in |J2 j аз a necessary property to get the con-

finement - is the stochastic nature of vacuum fields. It is in

accord with the picture of the stochastic confinement M 3 j .

Still from the "point of view" of an individual quark or gluon

it is not clear which specific properties of vacuum fields

bring about confinement in terms of quark and gluon Green

functions.

The present paper tries to elucidate this latter point.

We start with the assumption that the vacuum fields can be

divided (or classified) into a quasiclassical part of the or-



der O(-) and quantum fluctuations (0(g°) ) and that all baaic
О

vacuum properties, such ая confinement,condensates etc», are

created by the quaaiclansical part, which can be modified quan-

titatively (but not qualitatively) by the quantum vacuum fluc-

tuations. We consider a rather general class of background

(quasiclassical)configurations - both periodic and stochastic -

and discuss the long-distance properties of quark and gluon

Green functions in such a background field.

It appears that those Green functions are similar to a

nonrelativistic particle Green function in 4 opacial dimensions

in a periodic or stochastic field, like that ot an electron in

a 4d metal or disordered medium. Therefore all the known proper-

ties of an electron Green function in solid3 L?4—151 can be ex-

ploited, including the case of Anderson localization |*6J for

the stochastic background.

We can anticipate what the quark Green function should be

if the confinement ie present (but coupling to other quarks and

gluons ie not yet switched on) - it should have a Gaussian form

in the Euclidean space, as is argued below. Then we discard pe-

riodic and the Anderson localization regimes, since they do not

produce the expected form, and introduce a new regime, wich we

call the superlocalization and which we think could be respon-

sible for the confinement.

It should be stressed that this conclusion is an outcome

ot our original assumption, that confinement is the property

ot the background field, and not of quantum fluctuations and

correlations among quarks and gluons propagating in that back-

ground .
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We do not consider in this paper the question why thia or

that background is formed in the QCD vacuum, leaving thia ra-

ther formidable task for the future, We only mention that if

for some g (1) (where 1 is a characteristic 3ize of vacuum

background fluctuations) the action-enthropy balance preferred

a atochastic vacuum background, then quantum fluctuations could

not change i t s overall stochastic character (they could s t i l l

introduce some additional dynamical correlations into the back-

ground) unless a complete reconstruction of the vacuum takes

place.

The paper is organized as followa. In Section 2 basic

equations are introduced and the Feynman variational principle

is used to take into account all possible vacuum fields, and

not only exact claosical solution». In Section 3 equations for

the gluon and quark Green functions in a given background are

written, while in Section 4 the properties of the spectra and

long-distance behaviour of the Groen functions are discussed.

The connection of confinement with the proposed regime of super

localization is given in Section 5, and Section 6 contains con-

cluding remarks.

2. Baaic equations

ffe assume that the dominant configurations contributing to

the partition function can be represented aa a sura

where nu. W"5* C(Q /are background vacuum fields in the 4d

Euclidean space, periodic or atochastic, may be consisting



piecewise of c l a s s i c a l so lut ions , not necesser i ly continuoue.

CLu, (x)~=- 0/9°) are quantura f luctuat ions around the

background f ie ld r\u,(x) , aasrumed to b«- smali as compared

to Af̂ . (Zj s We chaJI be in teres ted \r> the spectrum tsx-A Grepn

functiona of Q~ , which io created by a p.i ven backcround л!«.

The action 3 la decenposed аз follows 17 t1sJ:

)^ar)^ X + X -h J 5 + Ofa'J (2)

U )

where

and we have chosen the backjround

ing definitiona:

& * [ J >

_ /

4- "

(6)

D» в-, eO and follow-

cFr

<; ( 7 )

— /

4 (9)

Ths partition function ca:j be irrltten aa f 17 J



Z-
where we have introduced the background gauge fixing terra and

disregarded zero modes (or quasi-zero modes), including them

into the sum over background configurations /L, .

The linear in fiL, term Ŝ  makes it difficult to in-

tegrate over configurations not coinciding with classical

solutions; our basic assumption is that dominant configura-

tions are not classical solutions, but rather complicated com-

binations thereof. Hence we choose to use the Feynraan varia-

tional principle |_19J » already exploited in an analogous si-

tuation of inatanton-antiinstanton gas in [_16J. For a given

action S £yj with the partition function Z one can choose

a trial action S LfJ with the corresponding partition func-

tionZ.Then an inequality holds

(11)

where

The main purpose of S is to single out some trial con-

figurations ijf * f (•*•) t which are assumed to be dominant in

Z. One should stress, that variation of the r.h.a. of (11) over

parameters contained in S yields the best approximation to Z

and minimum of the free energy P • -lnZ , rather than the mi-

nimum of the action S . Thus the enthropy comes into play,

which prefers configurations other than pure classical solu-



t i o n s . Por more d e t a i l s about the Feynraan var iat ionol pr in-

c ip le in instanton gas ca lcu la t ions and. model examples see

6 and references t h e r e i n . In our case (Eq-(1O) ) we choose

S to be the sum of all terms in the exponent of (10) except

for S1 . Then <S - S > vanishes i d e n t i c a l l y (cf .(12) ) and

we have

2 ч 21Ы \

where we have normalized partition functions using the stan-

dard form of Z +, for zero background field:

Inteeration over *)Clu. , 2?^ , Z/(f> and quark variables

in (11)reeults inthe following partition function M7J»

2= 71' '
The determiaants in (36) are not yet defined and to re-

gularize them we can use Pauli -Villars prescription.

In this case one replaces each determinant in (15) with a nor-

malized and regularized expression:

л
similarly for H , and for quarks we have
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M(i и + trri) tfi

where U la the regulator masа, соптеaponding to the bare coup-

ling conetant go * g(M).

Prom now on we shall use the modified partition function

Z[AJ .assuming that it gives a reasonable approximation for Z.

Our expressions for quark and gluon Green functions will be

computed also with the help of Z . In this way we maintain our

basia assumption that dominating vacuum configurations yield

the minimum of the free energy P (or maximum of Z) rather than

a minimum of action*

The quark and &luon Green functions are meaning*U in the

j fixed gauge, e.g. in the background gauge. They have been U3ed

i

extensively to calculate physical correlators on the vacuum

; fields in [3, 18, 31].

; In thia paper we shall not try to find the optimal back-
/

; ground configurations and instead will follow different strate-

gy. Namely, we shall fix some chosen class of configurations

and deduce the properties of Green functions in such a back -

ground.

3. Green functions

The "gluon" Green function, <* CL^ (7-) Q, ty ) ^> , is de-

fined through (5) *з [ j 7 , 19j

(18)

where H is given in (7), and the bar mean* average over all



s
c o n f i g u r a t i o n s ~A . In t h i s d e f i n i t i o n we have neg lec ted

the c o n t r i b u t i o n of h inhor o rder tfirms in a^ and the i n f l u -

ence of e x t e r n a l charce j£ (&••.?- 'i-K-Pd quark sour-сез) or th

the vocuun confi^uretirnGr. This ran be j u s t i f i e d , i f the bark-

Crcun-i f ield i и strong (A^ . Ffct> -J -rryy / &3 compared to thi-

f i u c t u n t i o:;s n ^ ao in t>:p Dtwujard qua::i с 1 aaoi cal scheme,

The ei^r>nvti] tic problem for the Horm: t : an operator H ia

A. IK)

H

J) ( х , у) car. be .ioc'-^po.ii.'d ьз (г:С?"!2с> г «.тс nodes)

Z "Л±

19)

Лз i s u u u a i 4 the cur. in (16) ! " : I i e ~ rurir-at j or. over с : з ^ -

r o t e ci.cctrum a:id int<-^rat ion о-.ч Г cont inn.rua ;:pec t r u r . For the

quark in the same background f h l d one h.-з to add t o t)i« a c t i o n

(2) a p iece d 3 ( f o r one f l a y e r ) s

i For the HermititiT; operator the eigenvalue probleu i s

where we have 3upfrecoed epinor and color indeces .

In terms of Keyl s p i n o r s :

and (18) becotr.es
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Applying ( 2^ rp (<TP ) to both Eqs.(24) we obtain a second-

order equation for

(25)

|
(26) i

where '?£**' » VOft? a r e 'tHooft зутпЬо1з.

In terms of % we can define the quark Green function

S fa*
(27)

4» Excitation spectrum and Green functions

An inspection of eigenmode equations (15)» (21-22) and

Green functions (20) and (28) shows that those are of a nonrela-

tivistic particle with color and spin moving in a medium of co-

lormagnetic and colorelectric fields in 4+1 space-time. Indeed,

both quark and gluon Green functions S and D«^ can be repre-

sented as the inverse of the quadratic (in D^ ) operator, name-

ly S . ( - ifil>,-rtr*) Cr*lXj%)



where t A ~ St > IT ^fif-t<u. j Spy =* i^l&>& 1 - and

D and D are defined in (21) and (8). I t is the properties of

these Green functions G'' and !)«<*> we discuss in this Sec-

tion. (Another, symmetrized form of S i s given by Brown et e l .

У1s]>- Specifically we are interested (according to (16) and

(24) ) in the Green functions of a particle at zero 4+1

"energy", the role of which is played by Д = 0 in (20) and

im -*• 0 in (28) for masalesa quarks. We are interested in the

long-range behaviour of Green functions G(x,y), /(x-y) /-• <*>.

Vie can use the known properties of Green functions in solid-

state physics in 3+1 space-time for different background field

distributions. (J4-15J.

Two types of background fields should be considered sepa-

rately:

1) Periodic background fields. In case of periodic vacuum

the behaviour of a Green function (qurak or gluon) g(x,y,E) at

Б =-0 depends on whether the point Б « О belongs to the energy

band or a gap. In the f irst case g(x,y,Б=0) decays as

( 3 0 )

where 3f = <?s (0 ) and the expansion of the energy in the
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band near the bottom К- О of the band is [26]

£,(*)•= £$(0)-^ _£ f^iK ' ̂ l ^к Correspondingly the Fou-

rier transform g(p, E»0) has e pole at £s(p)«=0; in the

Minkowski space we have a pole at

(3D

( fc - eigenvalues of m^)

Hence the Green function describes the motion of a quasi-

particle with mass ^ ~ ^/? > o , However additional

poles also appear at <£/(p)=0, *̂* runs over distant zones.

The structure of Green functions for miv^A^v <nens violation

of 0(4) (Lorentz) invariance. Some remnants of thi3 viola-

tion may show up even if we sum up in (10) over all periodic

configurations with rotated directions of crystal axis.

So we obtain for periodic vacuum background fields an ef-

fective mass (possibly anisotropic) for quarks and gluons and

no confinement. In the next Subsection we consider periodic

fields with defects (violations of periodicity) or purely sto-

chastic fields.

2) Periodic fields with impurities or stochastic fields

It seems reasonable that vacuum fields (especially in QCD)

should contain some random component, because the enthropy

grows this way and we expect that the minimum of the free energy

P*-lnZ is attained due to a balance of action and enthropy.

Now in 1d J2i]and 2d [22] any random component drastically

changes the properties of the eigenstates in a given background!

the Anderson localization takes place tor the whole spectrum

and , consequently, eigenfunctions and Green functions decay
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exponentially.

In the 3d space the situation is different L23^ (using

the scaling theory £24,231 one may argue that the same conclu-

sions hold for 4d). Namely, for low density of impurities

(defects) the eigenstates are delocalized but are damped at

large distances due to the scattering on impurities. For a

large enough density of random impurities th&re appear a boun-

dary, called mobility edge, dividing localized and dslocalized

parts of the spectra [25, 23j. The Green functions (20), (28),

however, do not change qualitatively if one goes from one re-

gion of spectra to another, or with increasing density of

impurities: when averaged over impurity positions it decays ex-

ponentially [23, 26 ]

§ ( ( 3 2 )

where 1(E) is the phase coherence length, the mean free path,

or the localization distance.

The difference between localization and delocaliaation is

felt by special correlators, e.g. by direct current conductivi-

ty ^ic £23,26J(which is constant nonzero at T«0 for nor-

mal metals with impurities and zero for localized states)

|g(x»y>E)| , where the bar means averaging over random poten-

tials [27].

Рог a generic Green function one can write

where for X.(P) °ne can use different approximations {J5 ] ,

e.g.
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U,(p-bnl2-9{f>/,^)^hl (34)

where n i s the density of impurities. In terms of the scat-

tering amplitude on an impurity, JfQE) one has j . 2

Comparing with (33) we obtain an effective mass of our fluctu-

ations:

m2 - S ( E • p - 0) (36)

Note that at E»0, fa/Z *0.

5. Superlocalization and confinement

Thus a simple stochastic background with or without Ander-

son localization may lead to the mass generation (cf.(36) ),

but there seems to be no connection with confinement (an alter-

r 1 *)

native point of view has been given in |_30J). Indeed, a con-

fining potential V(x) -~ x * can be thought of as a part of the

mass term m (x)«mo+V(x) and the Green function at large x

behaves as

Рог any confining potential, i . e . for c< •> 0 , the Green func-

tion g decays faster than an exponential; for erf « 1 ,

behaves as

Ŵe try in this Section to guess the properties ot conficura-
tiona which produce confinement. First we give a heuristic con-
sideration on the behaviour of the Green function one should ax-
pect in the case of confinement.
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g(x) ~ exp(-x
 u
) (38)

and this behaviour cannot be obtained in a usual stochastic

medium. Therefore one must consider stochastic fields of a dif-

ferent nature.

Second point of view concerns analytic properties of pro-

pagatorr. Confinement means for G(p) that poles and any sin-

gulatities should be absent for finite values of p.. (Other-

wise the physical correlators, like photon polarization opera-

tor, obtains a corresponding singularity, not relating to any

physical state. This requirement forbids G(q)/v/ 1/q tor glu-

ons). Exactly this property follows form the asymptotics (37)

for oC > Oj on the contrary, the exponential behaviour (32),

characteristic for Anderson localization or any randomness,

leads to the propagator singularities at finite p , violating

confinement requirement.

As a next approach we make use of the penetration coeffi-

cients to treat localization due to random potential barriers in

one dimension [_26j. If T) is the penetration factor for one

barrier and 1 - an average distance between barriers, then the

amplitude of the wave falls off at the distance x as

(39)

One can easily see, that for any bounded value of the penetra-

tion factor 1) the exponential law (39) persists, only the

relaxation distance ?bU-
 ш а

У change.

As an alternative we suggest another type of potential

barriers. Imagine the situation when on each unit of the
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distance L there may appear a barrier cf unit 3c:.-',.'; (with

probability q) or a gap of unit length (with probability 1-q)

Thus the barriers may join occupying n units at a tzmc and

the penetration probability for that n-unit-lorv: barrier is

j
The penetration probability for a random sequence of bar-

riers on the length L can be written as

k C(1}L)

where C(n, L) counts number of n-lon£ barr iers on the distance

L , I t s a t i s f i e s the normalization condition

L

The crucial point i s the n dependence of p(n). If (as i t

happens for a rectangular barr ier of a fixed hricht) О(п)я 7 0

П ,

then we automatically get an exponential fall-off due to ( 4 1 ) :

Let us now aasurae that 0 ( n ) « * 1 c

n , o< > 1; end in addi-

tion that C(n,L) has a scaling behaviour (rariJnm wslk prcblpr.)

(43)

Inoertin£ (43) in (40) we obtain

i . e . there nay appear a atron^er fail-off of the wave function

of a localized par t ic le , in contrast to the exponential law

(38), (39) character!otic fcr the ordinary Anderocn
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tion. We shall call the regime (44) the superlocalizaticn» It

i3 геазопаЫе to assume the same fall-off (44) also for a d-

dimentional space; indeed the exponential fall-off of the An-

derson localization holds for any dimension, 3ince It is con-

nected to the behaviour of the Green function in zero or (al-

most) constant potential. Here the behaviour (44) is connec-

ted to the Green function behaviour in a strong potential in-

side potential barriers.

As on exaraple let из consider potential barriers depicted

in Fig.1, the width of a barrier is In where n is a random

value, n-1,2,3 , the potential U(x) being U(x)«(x-x
o
)^ + 1,

where io is a coordinate inside the barrier, e.g. of its cen-

ter. The semiclassical calculation of the penetration factor

for a barrier of the length In gives for large n

17(n)« expC-lV) (45)

which assuming (43) immediately leads to

w(L) — exp(- L • const) (46)
OO DO

const м yx
2
f(j?5dx, /xf(x*)dx «• £

о о

The physical picture of superlocalization (44), (46) is ve-

ry simple. If the width of barriers may be however large, in a

stochastic enseoble of random barriers there are finite portions

of long barriers (due to (43) ) which effectively act as a

linear potential well (in case of (46) ).

It is feasible that the same type of behaviour (44), (46)

holds for localized wave functions and Green functions for ener-

gies inside localization band. A similar connection exists bet-
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ween the damping of the penetration factor anc loc-a". Ized

states behaviour in the ordinary localization mechanism J_26J ,

In case of the potential of PigЛ one can verify thet the ave-

raged Green function at zero energy falls off like (46),

We can now argue that the Euperlocalization, i.e. the be-

haviour of the type of (44) for the zero energy Green function

in d space dimensions is connected to the confinement of

quarks and gluone in d dimensional Euclidean (and Minkowski)

space. Indeed, the quark Green function (28) and gluon Green

function (20) are similar (modulo spin and color degrees of

freedom) to the zero energy particle Green function in the d+1

space-time with random potentials. In case of superlocalization

we expect the behaviour (44)

with c< > 0, which- corresponds to the quark mass which grows

at large Euclidean distance x as х
л
. Now looking at the ker-

nels of Green functions - Eqs.(25-26) and (7) - one can realize

that fields F*^ constant over some distance imply a linear-

ly rising vector potential A ^ ~ ?.«.• JCy , which enters quad-

ло о 2 2 2
ratically terms D and If: D +* A — x . Those fields, as in

our one-dimentional example of Fig.1, generate a fast

decrease of the Green functions , as in (47) with ct» i, under

the condition thet however large regions of constant fields ap-

peervuppreciable probability as in (43)«

The gauge nonlnvarlance of quark and gluon Green functions

requires additional comments with respect to the behaviour (47)*

In case of quarks the Green function S
ft
^(x,y) changes under
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color gauge transformations aa U c a 3^ u£d with

tary matrices, bounded by j U , j^ 1. Therefore if

S b decays as in (47) for all a, b, then it will decay the

same way (or faster) in any other gauge.

Therefore the law (47) is gauge invariant (at leaat as an upper

limit). Another equivalent way of stating the behaviour (47) in

a gauge invariant way is to uae instead of S . the photon po-

larizacion operator ГТщ/ (49).

Coming to the gluon propagator, one may e.g. uae gauge in-

variant two-point correlators /iL̂ u/j//(эс,у), considered in

[31].

In momentum space we can consider the lourier transform of

(47) (for <У » 2, i.e. in the selfdual homogeneous field)

г
and a gauge -invariant combination - the photon polarization

i operator
•

I I I Г / I l v l О 1 I P f \ / Л М . . . 1 / t f — О ] Л . | / V ' A > *Tl7 У

Prom the asymptotics (47) it is clear that S(p) and /7 (p)

do not have singularities in the p-plane at finite values of p.

The latter accur only when S(.x,y) behaves exponentially or pow-

er-line at large /Jr-i/ » so that asymptotic states of quarks

and gluons make sense.

As it ia, the behaviour (47) and (48) at (-p
2
)> 0

(physical region in Minkowski apace) preclude any use of die-
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persion relations, n̂d Jfitfltyis identically zerc for real p";

This corresponds to the fact, that in our approximation (quarks

and gluons interacting only with external field but not within

themselves) there are no physical intermediate states, that may

contribute to Imfj. We note in passing that at large p > 0

both S(p) end /7(p) should have usual asymptotic expansion in

powers of —r following from the operator expansion
P

as i t happens in the instanton background field£2,/£, 3J-33J.

An explicit example of the Buperlocalization regime ie gi-

ven by the (renormalized) polarization operator of quarks in

the constant eelfdual field averaged over orientations, compu-

ted in D* > IS]

The averaging over color and Lorentz orientations in \_34~\

plays the вате role аз randomness in superlocalization and an

unrealistic property of the net nonzero topological charge does

not reveal itself in the polarization operator. Therefore we

think, that this example has the expected properties of the con-

fined quark propagator in the sviperlocalization scheme. The po-

larization operator ie

where /foCq^) can be wri t ten a s / 3 4 ] :

j
о

and £ Сл)~ c^_ri
From (51) one obtaina an aaymptotics of /7 R (q )
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whore H is the tren&th of the selfdual field.//R(q ) has no

imaginary part (for real q ) and no singularities at f inite

values of q , a correct powor —r behaviour L18,31jat large

q •> 0 , and in addition exponentially divergent term for q < 0.

These properties are consequence of the 1-loop approximation

and the quark confinement. We should stress the positive fact

of this behaviour : there are no singularit ies in (48), (51) as-

sociated with the quark mans, аз i t should be in the correct

confinement scheme.

6. Conclusion

We have suggested in this paper a new stochastic regime,

which we call superlocalization, and which may ensure confine-

ment of colored objects - glucns and quarks. The essence of this

mechanism is that a quark (or a gluon) travelling through the

vacuum разаез random regions of nearly constant selfdual field

of random color and Lorentz orientation. The size of the re-

gions is given by a probabilistic law and may be however large.

This is песеззагу to change the asymptotic behaviour of the

Green functions from purely exponential to Gaussian. The sto-

chaaticity of sizes, color and Lorentz orientation of do-

main.T is леееззагу to destroy energy bands and ensure

(super)localization, and also to ensure 0(4) (Lorentz) invari-

ance and confinement of gluons with all color directions.
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In (_11j we have suggested vacuum configurations which have

moat of those necessary properties, except that color SU(2)

orientation was fixed. The irea law J.'or Wilson loops was

checked in L1^J but the question had remained how the con-

finement can be built in in the Green functions. The present

paper may be considered as a starting point in answering this

question.

The author i s grateful to D.I.Dyakonov, D.A.Kir&iitz,

V.A.Hovikov, M.A.Shifman, A.I.Vainstein, M.B.Volo3hin tor va-

luable dlscuseione.
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